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What's New In Ardoise?

Ardoise is a powerful blackboard software compatible with Microsoft Win32. It's able to use modern input devices like a stylus, an electronic pen (like the n-trig, the n-wave or the Hermann) or a
mouse (similar to the touch and the notebook). Even if it is a windows app, Ardoise can draw lines with any input device on the screen, in a real drawing-like manner (Windows support of pen).
Ardoise gives you all the power of a real drawing blackboard without any digital restrictions and without any penalty (fast to use on powerfull computers). Using Ardoise, you can quickly make
drawings of any size (up to 4096x4096 pixel without any constraint). It is possible to draw all kind of lines, rectangles, squares or polygons (constraint between 2 sizes are not allowed) and also use
pens, pads or a keyboard (it is possible to draw on the screen without pen, for example, if you use a bluetooth keyboard). Ardoise uses vector drawings without a pixel format, so all the drawings
will look the same in Windows or Linux (even if you use a real pen or a pad) and will look exactly like they were drawn on the real blackboard. This feature is very useful to draw diagrams and to
make presentations. Ardoise offers a very simple and powerfull method to organize everything (tables, text, line, arc, polygon, fill, path...). You can get a list of all objects, and move them with the
mouse, even if they are in a stack. Ardoise has a small memory (a blackboard is really small, remember! you can draw on a 10cm wide blackboard). In this memory are all the objects you can
draw on the blackboard, even if they are not displayed. You may draw, erase and redraw any objects without a penalty, and Ardoise uses no space, and no memory when you draw/erase/redraw
nothing. Ardoise uses a method to "redraw" or "erase" objects, so it is possible to use many drawing tools without degrading the performance of the system (the drawing tools are very quick and
very effective!). Using a real blackboard, you can erase everything on your blackboard, just by erasing over the blackboard (it is possible to erase all the blackboard). Ardoise supports any kind of
input device, like: - A stylus, like the n-trig, the n-wave or the Hermann - A real pen (only with a bt-port) - A mouse (like the touch and the notebook) - Any pen connected to a bt-port (even a
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System Requirements For Ardoise:

Audio: 3.5GB free hard disk space 2GB RAM Windows 98/ME/2000/XP/Vista. MS Excel - 2007 or later Windows media player - 7 or later Other hardware: DVD ROM, VCD ROM, CD-ROM
drive Properties of the game : Info Pack : Download and install the Info pack to activate the 360 controls in the game. Download
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